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Why the MacBook Touch Bar flapped



Introduction
Apple introduced the Touch Bar for the first time 

in 2016 on the MacBook Pro. Its intended purpose 

was replace the function keys row.  But the Touch 

Bar was not well received as it was initially 

thought. Why was the majority of users were not 

pleased with the new hardware upgrade? 



Few Key features of the New Touch Bar



Few Touch Bar use cases

One of the widely used features of the Touch Bar is Typing Suggestions.
Just like the word prediction feature on the iPhone keyboard, the Touch Bar offers type 

suggestions why are typing and a fairly quick way to access emojis.

Another feature favored by users is Scrolling.
You can quickly scroll through photo albums, audio, and video clips.



How was the Touch Bar received?





Why the Touch Bar flapped? 👎



Walter Gropius, The Theory and Organization of Bauhaus

“Breaking through old conventions takes 
time, countless released suggestions are 

still waiting to be used in the practical world”



People are used to things being a certain way, some changes are 
better received than other and all depends on the introduced 

change or how the old version have been around.  Like the social 
outburst after the Snapchat redesign.



John Maeda, The Laws of Simplicity

“The simplest way to achieve simplicity is 
through thoughtful reduction”



Apple may have failed in the 
their mission to incorporate 
simplicity in all of their products. 
The Old MacBooks functions 
keys are simple to use and 
follow the natural flow of every 
keyboard. But with the new 
Touch Bar, the function keys are 
accessible after few clicks.



Christian Leborg, Visual Grammar

“When objects are repeated in a 
composition, they form a group, or a unit. 

When several units are put together, super-
units are created. Groups can be named 

after the form of their underlying structures.”



The old MacBooks keyboard have a 
uniform look, consisting of rows and 
columns of letters. Which created a 
highly crafted unit. With the introduction 
of the Touch Bar, that unit has been 
broken, creating a sort of detachment. 
What used to be the keyboard created 
by one unit become two divided 
compartments where it often feels as if 
there are missing components.



What changed after 4 years? 🤔 



Meet the new 
Touch Bar 🔥 🔥
Well… almost new! After numerous complaints 

from users, Apple made some few small 

changes to the Touch Bar that feel like really 

big changes.

A new physical Esc button and the Touch ID 

has been detached from the LCD bar



New Esc 
Button

New Touch 
ID Button



“The people have taken matters 
into their own hand”



Since Apple has “failed” to provide a better features for the users, 
they have come up with plenty on their own  

Pac-Bar TouchBar-Dino TouchBarPong



Thank You
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